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NYC Public Housing Tenants Fight Back!

New York City: For years politicians have been
finding ways to hand over city-owned property to their
friends at banks and real estate companies. These efforts
are intensifying right now, as banks and real estate companies are poised to take over what they see as potentially some of the most valuable real estate in the world:
New York City’s public housing. Through privatization
schemes like the federal RAD program, as well as New
York City Housing Authority (NYCHA)’s “Blueprint
for Change,” private companies and non-profits that serve
as fronts for the big banks are taking over ownership and
management of public housing. There are some legal limitations on how quickly and aggressively new management
companies can cash in on public housing, such as by evicting low-income tenants and turning buildings to market-

rate or even “luxury housing.” But these limitations are
flimsy by design.
A coalition of tenants and activists formed The People of
Harlem River to fight back against RAD at Harlem River
Houses, and now we’ve begun working together with folks
from other public housing developments including Grant
Houses, Fulton Houses, and other sites as well. Through
discussions at meetings, tenants wrote a petition demanding that the building not be given away to private developers, which over 100 tenants at Harlem River have signed.
In March, we held a protest at the Adam Clayton Powell
Jr. State Building on 125th st., where we announced the
petition, and then delivered it to NYCHA CEO Greg
Continued in DISPATCHES on page 8
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A protest in Minneapolis against privatization under the RAD scheme, which was created by HUD during the Obama administration
and allows public housing authorities to hand over developments to private companies. “Ma Rabno” means “we don’t want” in Somali.

The Struggle Against Privatization in Minneapolis: Interview
with Defend Glendale & Public Housing Coalition
In Minneapolis residents of Glendale Townhomes, a public housing development, have been struggling
for years to prevent the privatization of their homes. They have successfully held off privatization under
RAD at Glendale for over five years, and have also expanded the struggle to other public housing sites in
Minneapolis. Their struggle has been long and difficult but hard-fought, so we’re very excited to present this
interview with a leader from the Defend Glendale and Public Housing Coalition, a grassroots campaign of
residents organizing to prevent the privatization of Glendale & the rest of public housing in Minneapolis.

Q: How has the struggle against RAD developed at Glendale Townhomes?

know. The city knew about it, the non-profits, everybody knew.

I live in Glendale Townhomes. In 2014, the plan for
Minneapolis Public Housing Authority (MPHA) was
not to tell us about RAD. We were not supposed to
know about RAD. We were just supposed to be given
eviction notices and Section 8 vouchers to find other
housing.

At the time, Minneapolis Public Housing Authority
dismantled the resident council which was there in
2013, in a plan to prepare for this, because they didn’t
want tenants talking to each other. That’s why they got
rid of the resident’s council–although they shouldn’t
be involved with residents’ councils, they have a lot of
control over them.

MPHA wants us to approve the RAD conversion, they
want to demolish Glendale Townhomes. I emailed
my council member Cam Gordon and I asked “is this
true, are we being gentrified?” And he said “I’m sorry
that you found out this way.” I called the housing nonprofits, and they all knew about it. We were the last to

MPHA kept giving conflicting messages about what
they were doing, they were trying to pacify us. We
were asking, are we gonna be able to come back? One
meeting after another they were leading us on, until a
point where they said “we don’t have any information
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now, we’ll update you.”
We went to a meeting that we were not supposed to
be at that was all developers, all the city council members and MPHA were there. We were not invited,
someone just told me, we just went there, we were the
only people of color. MPHA had a whole PowerPoint
presentation on how they were going to demolish
Glendale Townhomes. They were going to build 350
units here, they were gonna demolish the homes and
residents were not gonna come back. That’s when we
figured out we were being lied to. Then we found out
that this thing called RAD was what they were planning, and the non-profits knew about it. It was kind of
like what Hope VI was in the 90’s.
After that we started organizing, and protesting, and
rallying, and saying “where are we gonna go?”
They want us out, they’re trying to kick us out of
here. This is what’s clear, every time we go to a meeting they’re not giving us a straight answer. We started
doing research and we found out that only 1 out of 5
people might be able to come back when they move
them out. We started organizing, the city was mad.
But not all of them were involved. At the time, only
a few council members were involved in creating this
with the MPHA, such as Lisa Goodman, Lisa Bender,
and Jacob Frey.
At one meeting we had in 2015 at Glendale Townhomes, people asked the former executive director
Cora McCorvey, “we don’t want Section 8. People
cannot find rentals with the Section 8 vouchers.” The
landlords move people out anytime they want, they
can say “I’m selling the home” or “I’m no longer taking Section 8 Voucher.” It’s unstable. Residents that
take Section 8 are always moving out and sometimes
are even homeless. When residents asked “where are
we gonna go?” the director said “we don’t know where
you’re gonna go”. That’s when protests really started.
MPHA were trying to skip steps, and there were conflicts with certain council members. The left hand
didn’t know what the right hand was doing and all
they wanted to is displace us, they did not care where
we were going.

Q: At Glendale Townhomes the RAD conversion has been halted, how did that

Jacob Frey, the current mayor of Minneapolis, is responsible for
much of the gentrification in the city, in addition to leading the
brutal crackdown on protesters after George Floyd’s murder.

happen?
It’s interesting how it all comes about. We were ready
to go to city hall, and the media came, and it was too
much media. For them. The organizing kept picking
up. They knew it looked bad. In 2015, even though
our own council member, Cam Gordon, did not support us, they realized that they had to stop this because
it was gonna look bad – because not everybody did
their homework. MPHA did not have their i’s dotted
or their t’s crossed in terms of putting the RAD application together and keeping us in check, keeping us
in “our place” – we were not supposed to find out. So
that messed up their plans.
All of a sudden they said, “we’re gonna pause this till
a later time.” They paused this to come back to this.
They never said they’re not gonna do this. The city of
Minneapolis said, because residents organizing and
the media was making them look bad, that they were
gonna pause the RAD conversion. They were sure
that once they went back to re-group a year later, they
were gonna start all over again – and they’re still mentioning us in their plans to redevelop Glendale. They
haven’t stopped. But public housing residents did not
stop either.
It’s on pause because it became so political when we
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started organizing, but they still wanna do it. They
never say we’re not gonna do it, in the annual reports
to HUD they say “we’ll re-engage with residents.”

Q: What’s happened at Glendale Townhomes since they paused the RAD conversion?
So, in 2015 we stopped it, but their plan was to go back
to it. For all of 2016, we pushed the city to pass an ordinance to say they were not gonna demolish Glendale
Townhomes or other public housing through RAD or
anything, but they kept ignoring. Residents were organized, every week we were out there. All these people
that were running for office kept saying “yeah we support Defend Glendale Campaign….”
The long-time bureaucrats in the MPHA could not
handle us because we were too much for them, they
were not used to organizing, we were using social media, and door-knocking. They got rid of some of bureaucrats including the executive director Cora McCorvey and got this guy named Greg Russ. They hired
him right around the time Trump took office, in January of 2017.

ished, we’re gonna privatize all of the public housing
in Minneapolis.” We were shocked. We were like we
gotta tell other people. So, we started organizing with
Elliott Twins residents who were MPHA’s next target.
This is when our named our name to Defend Glendale
& Public Housing Coalition.
Greg Russ just kept pushing the privatization plan.
He got the support of all of City Hall, the housing
nonprofits, and the media such as Star Tribune. He
worked hard to make sure he demonized us and try to
bully and intimidate majority of the leaders who were
Black women from the Somali communities. In 2018,
he want after the privatization of over 736 single family homes that have majority Black families known as
scattered sites. Greg Russ lied to the residents there,
told them that the homes are in bad shape and we
need to bring in Section 18 Disposition & Demolition to repair the homes.
About Glendale, they didn’t have a place for us to go.
The plan was to give us 30 day eviction notices and
that’s it, that was the plan. They’re still saying that
what we’re saying is fake news. The whole non-profit
industrial complex is in on it. It’s a big scam.

At the time we were called the Defend Glendale campaign.

Q: Can you talk more about the struggle
at Elliot Twins?

In 2017 Greg Russ took over MPHA, and he said “oh
it’s not only gonna be Glendale that’s gonna be demol-

MPHA and Greg Russ used a couple residents who
were supposed to be in the resident council to sign
letters saying they approved the RAD conversion without telling
the more than [300]
residents that live in Elliot Twins. Residents
from Elliot Twins said
“nobody told us this.”
With MPHA, their
thing is, if we don’t notify the public, we won’t
get pushback, so we
have to do this behind
closed doors.

Elliot Twins residents showing their opposition to the RAD conversion.

Carson supported Greg
Russ. HUD approved
the RAD application at
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Elliott Twins and MPHA leased Elliot Twins to the
Royal Bank of Canada for 99 years without the approval of residents. The residents had been protesting
every week, we filed complaints, we cried, and after
two years of us struggling to stop this, they did everything in their power to push the RAD conversion
through. When the residents filed complaints about
MPHA to HUD and to the local elected officials no
one wanted to hear what the residents where saying
and they were being ignored.
MPHA did the RAD conversion through intimidation, silencing and lying to the residents. DG&PHC
then continued to expose all of the mistreatment and
lies MPHA was pushing at Elliot Twins. Mayor Frey
and then Council Member Abdi Warsame lied to the
residents to try to turn the residents against us. Some
residents got tired because they were elders with serious health conditions. They even put out an eviction
plan saying people could stay with their relatives. Even
though our goal was to stop RAD, we were able to stop
people being evicted massively, since the pandemic
happened and that messed up their eviction plans.
Currently, we continue to organize to stop the privatization of public housing because MPHA now wants
to privatize more buildings through RAD as the unhoused situation in Minneapolis is out of control.
People are living in tents in the cold weather when it’s
0 degrees or below and the city and state continue to
ignore their needs and try to evict them without providing them sustainable housing. Meanwhile luxury
buildings are being built all over the Minneapolis and
St. Paul, the Twin Cities.

Q: How did you learn about RAD conversions and get the word out to residents?
We found out about RAD from MPHA’s board minutes and a packet that was on their website. We then
did research to learn more about RAD. This started
back in 2015 because people didn’t know anything
about RAD, Section 8 or even public housing. The
majority of white people did not know much about
public housing. We had to go around and say this is
what public housing is, we had to get volunteer researchers to dig things up and that’s how we started
the whole research effort, using research as a tool to

One of the Elliot Twins buildings, rehabbed in 2008, which
MPHA claimed was in “bad shape.”

organize, because people didn’t know the difference
between public housing and Section 8 Vouchers. We
had to do it in small portions. We had to explain these
thick documents from MPHA and put it in layman’s
terms.
Their plan is not to show the nuts and bolts, and the
devil is in the details. So we would just get the data
through data request and explain “this is what they’re
doing y’all, we need to wake up!” and MPHA is like
“we’re not doing that, that’s a lie, that’s fake news!”
Until it came time and they told people “yeah, you
might move out.” They really wanted everyone to get
out of Glendale, Elliot Twins and other buildings they
planned to privatize.

Q: How did they justify the RAD conversion at Elliot Twins?
They said Elliot Twins, the building, is in bad shape,
which is false. The building was rehabbed fully in
2008, they even have WiFi. It’s one of the cleanest
buildings you’d ever want to be in. It’s clean, there’s
new pipes, everything. So that was their excuse to do
the RAD conversion. We even talked to this HUD
guy, and he was like “well they did rehab in 2008, why
do they need RAD?” I’m like, “to sell the buildings,
that’s why!” Because it’s right next to the Viking’s
stadium, it’s downtown. So we weren’t successful in
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kept digging, digging. I mean it was like a hurricane.
It was a lot harder than what happened in Glendale,
because Glendale, they didn’t expect it. They thought
“Oh”, but now they realized we were gaining support
and they were like “OK, we need to kill this now.”
That’s why they brought Greg Russ here, that’s why
they got rid of the old administration that was more
bureaucratic. They are so racist but this guy was a
white supremacist to the teeth. And that’s why he’s in
New York now.

Q: What can you share about Greg Russ
now that he’s moved to New York City?

Greg Russ, housing privatization specialist, who has privatized
public housing all across the country. He recently took a new job
as head of New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) where
he plans to privatize as many of the city’s 173,000 public housing
units as he can.

stopping the RAD at Elliot twins even though we did
more organizing there because they were ready for us.
The whole city came after us.
We weren’t fighting small groups y’all. We were fighting the state, the city, everybody and their mother
came for us. And Greg Russ was like “I’m gonna crush
them.” He came here to crush us, because they realized that they needed some big guns, and that’s one
of the reasons they hired Greg Russ. Cause Greg Russ
is known for that, he goes from city to city and does
that. And he knows how to psychologically manipulate people, he knows PR, and all of a sudden when
Greg Russ came here the non-profits, all of the “Democratic progressive elected officials from Congress to
City Council” began supporting him because he was
the white man who is an “expert” displacing Black and
Brown communities nationwide. City Hall started
fighting us, the Star Tribune started writing fake articles about us. I mean, we were under attack. They all
felt comfortable with listening to this white man who
is out of state over their own voters because they had
the same agenda to gentrify Minneapolis.
And all we did was just focus on resident organizing
no matter what. So, at one point we wouldn’t even get
coverage, even Star Tribune, everyone, lying about us.
All we had was Facebook, and the research, and we

We named Greg Russ the Czar of Privatization &
Gentrification because before coming to Minneapolis,
he privatized and ended public housing in Cambridge,
Massachusetts; Chicago; Detroit; Philadelphia; and
now he’s been hand picked by Carson and Mayor DeBlasio to privatize New York City Housing Authority
(NYCHA).
Greg Russ got slicker in NYC. He wants to privatize
110k units of public housing by trying to convince
residents it will be public while his plans clearly show
he plans to convert the units using RAD. He hopes his
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lies will work but it is
not working. NYC is
on to him. Greg Russ
used to work for Abt
Associates1, which is
a 500 million Wall
Street company that
put out PR to demonize public housing in
the 90s and 2000s nationwide. Greg Russ’s
biggest fears are two
things, bad press and
residents organizing.
When he came here,
he turned all the media against us. The
media was already racist anyway, so they were going to believe the big white
man over us. But still.

Dispatches: News outlets in NYC have
been running pro-RAD propaganda recently.
Greg Russ has to have the media. He goes around and
gets the media on his side, he’s good at that. The media
is his biggest ally.
They got him from Minneapolis to NYC. He’s a typical neoliberal. He’s with the Democrats, and he’s also
with the Republicans, he’s with Carson and he’s also
with DeBlasio. I really think the people in NYC, are
on to him – they see through him.

Q: Ilhan Omar is promoted nationally as
a progressive elected official. How has
she responded to the struggles of public
housing residents in Minneapolis?
Ilhan Omar! We’ve emailed, called, met with her staff,
for two years. We did multiple calls to actions, letter
campaign, phone zaps to demand that she stops the
privatization of public housing in Minneapolis which
is her constituency and she ignored it. She behaves as
if this crisis does not exist. She knows how to manipulate white young progressives but she can’t do that to
1
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the Black immigrant community she comes from.
She does not support public housing residents in her
constituency, and that is my quote about her. She is
not a competent congressperson, but she got national
attention because of Trump. She doesn’t do anything.
The Somali community doesn’t care for her, the larger
Black community doesn’t care for her. She only gets
support from white young progressives that think that
she’s breaking some sort of a mold. She hasn’t done
anything. She hasn’t helped us at all.
But she goes around with AOC saying “I’m helping!”
I heard from tenants in NYC that AOC isn’t helping
stop RAD either. They can stop RAD, they’re Congress. HUD listens to Congress, funding goes through
there. They could call and say “you need to stop this’’,
but they won’t. If you go on our website and see how
many calls sent to the office of Ilhan Omar.
We met with her staff in 2019 and they said “yeah, we
will support, we’ll stop this.” Guess what happened?
They went behind our back and they said “oh, she’s
signing on to a national bill called ‘Homes for All.’”
Well how does that help us? God knows when that
bill is going to be passed. It’s like the Green New Deal,
that’s not stopping RAD, it’s not stopping these local
authorities like Greg Russ in NYC or Mayor Jacob
Frey in Minneapolis. ■

Abt Associates worked with the CIA in the 70s to set up PR campaigns in Central and South America to prop up U.S. backed dictators.
Notably, they were part of the CIA effort to overthrow Allende in Chile.
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NYC Public Housing Tenants Fight Back!
DISPATCH from New York City (contd. from page one)

Russ and board members of Settlement Housing
Fund, the non-profit facilitating RAD conversion at
Harlem River Houses. Settlement Housing Fund is a
player in the “affordable housing” business. They usually operate as a middleman, facilitating development
projects for banks and large real estate companies who
exploit tax breaks and zoning incentives by providing
a little bit of “affordable housing” (though only a small
amount, and rarely “affordable” by most people’s standards). The board members of Settlement Housing are
executives at many of the banks and real estate companies which benefit from this arrangement.
RAD is BAD, but it’s only one piece of a very big mess.
NYCHA is in the process of writing itself out of existence, implementing a “Blueprint for Change” which
is designed to lead to privatization of all the public
housing in the city. This is why it’s so important that
people from across the city come together to share information and work together.
Like many negligent landlords, NYCHA has often
done the minimum in terms of maintaining buildings.
Some repairs have come only after unrelenting public
pressure, even when people are dealing with serious
problems like floods, lack of heat and hot water, electricity outages, rat infestations, and so on. Especially
since the RAD privatization scheme was introduced
by the Obama administration, it seems that NYCHA

has intentionally let buildings deteriorate in a gambit
to force transfers to private corporations. Their line
is “there are just too many problems, we can’t afford
it—we have to give these buildings away to private
corporations who can raise more capital”. The heads of
NYCHA, such as “privatization czar”, Greg Russ, are
in bed with those corporations. They’re all friends. Of
course when you really look at it, even their own justification for RAD makes no sense. The basic source of
funding under RAD is the federal voucher program,
Section 8. Money is still coming from the same place,
the federal government, as it does for normal public housing. But after privatization, it goes to private
landlords with far fewer legal regulations regarding
their treatment of tenants.
Now that President Biden and members of Congress
have said they intend to allocate 40-80 billion dollars
for public housing, the privatization scheme is even
harder to justify. Therefore, NYCHA and its RAD
“partners,” like Settlement Housing Fund and Harlem
River Preservation LLC, are working around the clock
to seal as many deals as possible. Arthur Schwartz, an
activist lawyer who has joined the cause at Harlem
River and Fulton Houses by organizing an escrow account for residents going on rent strike, summed up
the situation in a public letter to NYCHA CEO Greg
Russ:

Harlem River residents speaking at a protest against privatization at the Adam
Clayton Powell Jr. State Building.

“It seems to us that the continued rush into PACT/
RAD NYCHA-wide is both arbitrary and capricious. President Biden has asked for $40 billion for
public housing capital repair in his Infrastructure
bill. Congress Member Nydia Velazquez, has proposed that that number be increased to $80 billion.
By the end of June, NYCHA will have $40 billion
available to be drawn. That being the case, putting
aside the fact that your organization will likely move
slowly and squander lots of that money, why aren’t
the PACT/RAD conversions underway being frozen? Why are tenants having their arms twisted at
Harlem River Houses to sign the C&C leases?
“I write on behalf of my clients to demand that
all efforts to get NYCHA tenants to sign leases
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The anti-gentrification struggle is heating up all across the U.S., as HUD ramps up privatization
efforts, developers try to cash in on the overheated housing market, and millions of people deal
with the economic fallout from the Coronavirus. In this issue we have dispatches from the struggle
against gentrification and displacement in Boston, New York, San Francisco, and Oakland!
cease—immediately. If those efforts do not cease by
May 1, 2021: we will file suit to block further PACT/
RAD conversion on behalf of a class of all NYCHA
residents. Our clients will commence a rent strike,
putting funds in escrow until the PACT/RAD harassment ends.”

In conclusion, we’re not “fighting for NYCHA”,
a corrupt agency which squanders hundreds of
millions of dollars and whose policy is to hand
properties over to predatory management companies. We’re fighting against the abuse, harassment, and displacement of working class families. To build this fight, we need to confront some
of the issues that divide people in the projects,
including lack of security, which causes various
hardships that NYCHA and its “private partners” easily exploit. In hours-long virtual “town
halls”, the new management companies say over
and over, “we’ll come in and fix these problems!”
But they have no interest in working with the People of Harlem River post fliers about the rent strike and the protest
against privatization.
people to solve these problems, and instead plan
to make Harlem River more like a jail: installing
up, as the new management company tries to finalize
gates, walling off parks, setting curfews, making rules the takeover of Harlem River Houses, and NYCHA
about where residents can go, who they can bring in, moves to speed up privatization of public housing all
and so on.
over NYC under the Blueprint for Change. But people are starting to come together. A group of residents
When people ask hard questions during these town
from Harlem River Houses and Fulton Houses are
halls, NYCHA and it’s RAD “partners” quickly change
beginning a rent strike to demand repairs and a halt
the subject, play slideshows touting glossy bath-fitters
to RAD privatization, which will begin with a proin a wide variety of colors, and direct tenants to free
test at Harlem River Houses on May 1st. Residents of
food giveaways sponsored by RAD “partners” (the deNYCHA buildings around the city will be joining for
velopers and management companies). They think the
this.
people are really dumb. But they’re wrong. Through
door knocking and public meetings, the People of We are also working with tenants from other cities.
Harlem River have spoken with a majority of the 600 In one of the early meetings of The People of Harlem
households at Harlem River Houses. Most tenants al- River, we were joined by a tenant from Grant Manor
ready see RAD as a bait and switch, and aren’t fooled in Boston, Haywood Fennell Sr., who has been active
by handouts and photos of bath fitters. The question is in the struggle against rent increases there. Afterwards,
how can we fight back?
he shared these thoughts with us:
In the coming months, things are going to really heat

On behalf of our Grant Manor Resident Initiative, thank
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DISPATCHES
you for inviting me to listen in and participate in your meeting last evening. I encourage you to study those that think
that you can be bullied and feel uncomfortable as they try
to take away your rights as residents. Learn who they are
and learn who can help you develop your strategy. Do not
think because your numbers are small that you cannot protect your mission. It is not the size of the dog that is measured but the size of the fight in the dog.

The encouragement from Boston–alongside the Boston Tenant’s publication Urban Core, which has been
read widely at Harlem River–really helped folks in the
struggle in New York. At times, some people have gotten discouraged because there are relatively few of us,
whereas the developers we’re fighting are armed with
millions of dollars, are shielded by housing non-profits, control much of the media coverage, and have all
of NYCHA at their disposal with which to influence
tenant associations and intimidate tenants (often illegally). But even at an early stage in the struggle, the
advice from Boston held true. By March, the People of
Harlem River so unnerved the new management company that they sent representatives to try and break up
our meeting.

protest at the State Building here in NYC, it helped
demonstrate the national scale of the privatization
agenda. This is quite scary, as a complete nationwide
erasure of public housing is underway. But at the same
time, it is inspiring, because the national scale of this
crisis opens the possibility for collaboration on a national scale. Discussions with Defend Glendale &
Public Housing Coalition, the group of tenants who
have been fighting RAD in Minneapolis Public Housing (where NYCHA CEO Greg Russ cut his teeth)
have also helped us to develop strategies for opposing privatization1. In the coming weeks, national tenants’ calls are being planned to coordinate efforts to
oppose privatization and displacement in cities across
the country. By continuing to work together, across
the city, across the country, and perhaps, someday, beyond, we have a better chance of exposing and stopping tenant abuse and housing scams which lead to
gentrification, displacement, and the decimation of
working class neighborhoods.
From New York, UFAD-NYC and the People of Harlem River say: “WE CAN FIGHT BACK!”

When UFAD activists from Oakland joined us for a
1

An excerpt from an interview UFAD did with them is included in this issue of Dispatches Against Displacement.

■
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FROM: Boston, Massachusetts
Over in Boston, good ole Governor Baker decided to
start the new year with a great present for tenants: a
housing bill that will give our local developer friends
the green light to seize land and churn out some luxury apartments! The “Housing Choice” bill will make
it easier for the zoning board to override zoning restrictions with a simple majority vote. Couldn’t build
up condos in a restricted area before? Not a problem
anymore! In Baker’s words, the bill will be Boston’s
foolproof solution to the national housing crisis. How,
might you ask? Well, get this: since the 2000s, the city
has mandated that every new market-rate housing
development set aside 13% of units to be affordable.
Let’s make clear this idea of “affordability”: In Boston,
you can be in the running for an “income restricted”
studio apartment while making, as an individual, a
whopping 60K a year! If you’re lucky enough to land
one of these rare breeds, you could be looking at an
“affordable” rent of $1,100+—for a studio! In sum,
our pal Baker will solve the housing crisis by continuing to price out tenants. Creating these pricey “affordable” units has long been used as a justification for developers to build up in the name of “solving housing
inequality”—so what’s new with this bill? The new lax
regulations will grant developers permits to build with
ease, ramping up housing production in the name of
solving a housing crisis which will only deepen…
... and meanwhile, over in Boston’s South End, residents of the Lenox Street Housing Project recently
got a new present: the finalized privatization of their
project. Even before the privatization was finalized,
residents were already feeling its effects in the form of
a miserably botched start to some renovations. And
now that the transfer of ownership is complete, the
new owners (Beacon Communities LLC and Bank of
America) have surprised residents with a slew of new
rules that treat them like “riffraff ” (in the words of a
Beacon-hired administrator). Here’s some of the most
absurd ones:
Rule #8: No “loitering or playing” in hallways, walkways, or landscaped areas.
Rule #22: Installing radio, TV antenna, satellite dish,

Residents at Grant Manor protest the rent hike.

Former Boston Planning and Development Agency official John
Lynch caught on camera accepting a cash bribe from a developer
in exchange for speeding a proposal through zoning review. Lynch
was sentenced to 40 months in prison, but his corruption is not an
exception, but the rule at the BPDA.

or cable is prohibited.

Rule #24: If “at any time” Beacon thinks your apartment floor is dirty, you must pay for a cleaning company.
Rule #29: No laundry machines, freezers, or “other appliances” allowed—despite the fact that many people
already have laundry machines.
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Rule #47: You must tell Beacon if you are away for 1
week or more.
Y’all can bet residents are gonna return this present...
stay tuned for updates on the struggle against the
privatization!
Across the street at the Grant Manor Development,
residents woke up on a fine January morning to find
a piece of paper shoved in their doorway— the “proposed” rent increase for their apartments had been
approved. The timing was impeccable, a $200-$1000
rent increase to ring in the new year!
Basically, what is happening is that Grant Manor has
a contract with HUD so that most, though not all,
residents have their rents subsidized by Section 8. This
contract was set to expire in April of this year. In the
name of preserving affordability, the oh-so-generous
management company Wingate and the owners applied to renew the Section 8 contract under an option
that, by design, dramatically raises the base rents for
all the units! This way the management company gets
a nice payout, as does a shady cabal of consultants,
banks and nonprofits that serve as fronts for banks
and developers.
Of course, residents weren’t consulted. Tenants only
heard of the proposed rent increase after the paperwork was already submitted to HUD. In response to
residents’ questions and concerns, management sim-
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ply “invited” residents to “call the office to help clarify
any questions or concerns” about the proposal, with
no intention of revoking it.
Who were the conspiring entities of this operation?
The management company, Wingate, shady interests such as the Planning Office for Urban Affairs
(POUA), and last but not least, the corrupt tenant
board of the Grant Manor Homeowners Association.
Residents have waged a struggle against the proposed
rent increase since they were first notified, as well as
the board which has long exceeded its term limit and
violated its own by-laws. Although headway has been
made, the contract that approved the rent increase is
still yet to be released, the autocratic board has refused
to recognize their violation of the by-laws, and elections for board seats are still being stalled by the excuse
of “the pandemic.” All the while, the board intermittently operates a food bank in the back of the building. But that’s COVID safe, right?
Alas, here we are months later, with the new rent increase due to take effect next month. In response to the
election stalling and new rents, residents took to protest.
On March 13th and April 17th, residents and activists
alike spoke out against the corruption at Grant Manor
by the board and management company, and called for
residents to come together and fight. ■

Residents rally at Grant Manor to oppose the rent hike and call for the ouster of the corrupt tenant board.
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DISPATCHES
FROM: Sunnydale, San Francisco, California
In recent months, residents at the Sunnydale housing project have
been organizing against the city’s HOPE SF initiative. HOPE SF
is a privatization scheme designed to attack poor people and enrich
big banks and developers. The city wants to demolish public housing buildings, and hand projects over to private developers to build
and manage new high-rises.
Construction at Sunnydale has already started. Some residents have
already been forced to move, and others are now being pressured. At
the end of January, the San Francisco Housing Authority (SFHA)
and the new management company, Mercy Housing, sent some residents 90 day notices to vacate. They want to clear the block to build
a community center, even though there is already a community center one block up. Residents have been very clear they do not want
this new one.
With these 90 day notices looming, organizing efforts kicked into
full gear. Residents and UFAD members drafted a petition within
a day and collected 100 signatures by the week’s end. Since then,
there have been weekly meetings to coordinate organizing efforts
and plan events. We have hosted two barbecues, multiple protests,
and dozens of door knocking shifts. The barbecues have been great
opportunities for people to talk to each other about basic issues and
realize that their problems with SFHA and Mercy are widespread.
The protests have been very positive events where residents have spoken out about the need to stop the privatization and development.

Residents meet to show their opposition to the
privatization efforts.

The city presents these privatization efforts as beneficial for the
residents, even though moving into the new high-rises means moving from Section 9 to Section 8 housing. This means losing tenant
protections and leaving public housing. Since many residents see
HOPE SF for what it is, a plot to kick working people out of the
neighborhood, Mercy tries to bribe residents with gift cards, and
they are even paying off some people to support the privatization.
Despite the attacks on working people and the shady stuff Mercy
tries to pull, people at Sunnydale will continue to oppose the privatization efforts.
In the coming months, one goal is to connect with residents at
Potrero Hill, the only other public housing project left in San Franthe new buildings which Mercy Housing
cisco. Potrero is also a victim of HOPE SF and it will be important One of and
SFHA want to force residents
to build links between the projects so that working people across the
to move into.
city can oppose the privatization of San Francisco’s public housing. ■
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FROM: Cypress Village, Oakland, California
Ninety-one residents at Cypress Village signed onto a petition addressed to the property administrators demanding an end to intentional neglect of the property, favoritism, harassment from the Housing
police, and evictions. This is a good thing, but we are still going against
the tide. A lot of residents still fear retaliation, and those who have not
joined cite retaliation as their main barrier to entry. This leads to a lack
of the consistency and involvement which is necessary to build up consciousness and neighborly support beyond signing a petition.
These fears of retaliation are valid. OHA is notorious for harassing
residents with 3-Day notices to quit, for a myriad of invalid reasons.
Residents who have been paying rent and following OHA rules will
receive these phony documents out of the blue. They look like a formal
eviction notice but are not even a legal document. In fact, they only
mean that the landlord is contacting the tenant and could possibly file
eviction action in the future. It is clearly an intimidation tactic.
In the face of this intimidation residents have continued organizing. Last month, residents and UFAD members
held a rally in front of OHA’s office to present the petition. We taped up signs with messages like “OHA What If
You Lived Here?” and “Stop Playing with the People.” A couple weeks after the rally, we had a BBQ where people
decided that the next step should be to ask for a formal sit down with OHA. There has also been some progress
on a neighborhood newsletter, inspired by Urban Core in Boston. A couple of residents who cannot come to inperson events due to health reasons have taken the lead on this publication.
Even people outside of Cypress are taking notice. For example, a reporter from the Oakland Post published an
article on the developments at Cypress. After publication, those who were interviewed and disclosed their names
were personally contacted by Mark Shiferl, the director of property management at OHA. He was blowing up
smoke and groveling to residents that he would make sure issues were resolved. He called one resident who spoke
out about the black mold in her unit and OHA’s recent attempt to raise her rent. After a few weeks, the resident’s
rent was decreased and she was moved out of her mold-infested unit, but Mark has not responded to any other
residents recently.
Residents have noticed other changes, like how trash pickup is happening two times a week instead of one. It’s
clear that OHA is trying to clean up its act, but even so, they’re still not meeting all the residents’ demands. As
one resident has pointed out, “We’re not asking for
that much, and they’re not even doing that.”
OHA’s responses (even though they’re pretty lackluster) clearly show that the organizing efforts have
put them on notice. The Housing Authority wants
to make small concessions, thinking that will make
people complacent. But people at Cypress are beyond asking for small concessions, and will continue
organizing together with their neighbors to have a
real say in how Cypress is run. ■
Residents and UFAD activists protest outside the offices of Oakland
Housing Authority (OHA)
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A Brief History of Gentrification
Gentrification is an alliance between government, real
estate companies, banks and the police which targets
working class neighborhoods for redevelopment. The
end result is that working people are pushed out of
places that they once called home, priced out of their
homes and replaced by wealthier tenants. It can also
involve people being pushed out in other ways, such as
through eviction, harassment, or abuse by the police.
Some degree of gentrification is inherent in our economic system. Real estate investors speculate on areas
by buying up property where they think property values will rise. And when enough investors jump into the
fray, they create a self-fulfilling prophecy, accelerating
already rising prices. Regardless of the exact process in
a given area, gentrification changes the character of a
neighborhood.
An important underlying factor of the dramatic increase in gentrification in U.S cities over recent years
is the outsourcing of industrial production abroad in
search of higher profits. When industries are exported
abroad, factories and other industrial workplaces in
the US end up downsizing their workforce or closing
entirely. This leaves many people without jobs, and
many factories and warehouses are left to rot for years,
leaving big industrial areas idle.
This deindustrialization has laid the groundwork for
gentrification, as banks and developers seek to redevelop former industrial areas and bring higher paying
tenants in to working class neighborhoods. This has
been an uneven process, and a lot of domestic industrial production has also been relocated inside the US.
This is another technique that capitalists use: moving
production out of areas with strong histories of union
organizing, looking to capitalize on rural populations
who lack a history of labor organizing. In deindustrialized cities this allows banks and real estate corporations to make windfall profits through property speculation on formerly industrial areas and working-class
neighborhoods. This process is happening at full tilt in
the US today. But earlier efforts, including some that
preceded the modern use of the word “gentrification”,
dramatically altered major cities, and set the stage for
what’s going on today.

Foreign Investment and Outsourcing
Leads to Gentrification
By the 1950s, the US had become a major imperialist power. This means that the US started to forcibly
expand its influence over other countries across the
globe. This expansion took the form of increasing investment into foreign countries and the opening of
American factories in other countries. US companies
expanded their investments often side by side with the
opening of US military bases, bringing these countries’ political and economic development under the
control of American corporations.
In addition to bringing big profits to US corporations,
these imperialist initiatives also served to undercut the
relative strength of the organized labor movement in
the United States. Because companies could pay workers less overseas, U.S. capitalists became increasingly
compelled to outsource jobs abroad in order to make
bigger and bigger profits. This led to the closure of
many workplaces in urban areas, resulting in growing
unemployment in working class neighborhoods. In
the 1950s, almost 35% of the US workforce was employed in the manufacturing sector. Today, that figure
is less than 10%. This change has had a dramatic effect
on the character of American cities, many of which
grew up as manufacturing centers.
Once industrial production in factories no longer provided the main source of profit in formerly industrial
areas, the need for a large and concentrated industrial
workforce significantly decreased. Accordingly, the
aims of capitalists in urban areas changed. Old industrial centers were allowed to languish while real estate
investors worked out schemes to make these areas
profitable again.
Historically in the United States, working class neighborhoods have hugged industrial centers so as to keep
the workforce close to the factory. These neighborhoods were often heavily polluted by industrial emissions. As a result, few members of the propertied
classes would reside there, leading to separate affluent
enclaves in the city and its suburbs. Real estate companies encouraged these divisions by even offering
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This realty map was used to determine which areas banks should lend to as part of the racist practice known as “redlining.”

lower interest loans to more affluent homebuyers and
through the clever use of propaganda; this created a
phenomenon known as “White Flight” where more
affluent, white city dwellers were encouraged to leave
urban neighborhoods. This was an intentional project
by real estate companies and the government to solidify economic and racial divisions. The historical result
was the creation of entrenched working class neighborhoods. In a lot of cases this allowed for the development of vibrant cultural expression and multi-racial
working class communities. This favored the development of bonds of solidarity and common struggle, but
at the same time, these neighborhoods could be overcrowded, ill-resourced, and in bad repair.
When these urban centers began to de-industrialize,
jobs began to dry up and many working-class neighborhoods quickly became impoverished slums. The
geographic division between rich and poor was exacerbated as jobs were exported abroad. The state,
working through politicians, speculators, and the

banks, created these conditions to isolate the working
class and implement new forms of segregation. Poor
people, especially Black people and other minorities,
became virtually imprisoned in separate slums, where
they were systematically deprived of access to resources and economic growth available elsewhere.

Banks and Real Estate Speculators Profit
Off Racist Practices
One early form of neighborhood segregation was
Redlining, a practice developed during the Great Depression. The government needed to grant some concessions to the increasingly rebellious masses, while
at the same time dividing the masses to weaken their
movement. Racist policies like Redlining were designed to do exactly that by destroying working class
solidarity. The Home Owner’s Loan Corporation
“graded” sections of major cities, supposedly according to the security of mortgages in those areas. The
lowest grade sections, marked in red on their maps,
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were given to neighborhoods with a high proportion of Black and immigrant residents. These redlined
neighborhoods were classified as being the riskiest investments purely based on the proportion of black and
brown residents. Lenders then also worked to deny
mortgages to Black people and minorities outside of
these areas, thus segregating cities. The Federal Housing Administration even worked with banks to deny
Black and brown communities insured loans within
their own communities as well, all the while issuing
mortgages to white homeowners in suburbs that were
protected from “lower class occupancy” or “inharmonious racial groups.”
These practices was accompanied by a technique
called blockbusting. This is when real estate companies bought up property in redlined areas. Agents
would convince people that property values were going down because minorities were moving into the
neighborhood, when in fact property values were increasing due to Black buyers’ inability to buy homes in
other areas. In this way, speculators bought up entire
swaths of property that they would then rent or sell to
minorities with no other place to go, turning a large
profit, while establishing ghettos that would last for
generations.
In other redlined areas, the banks almost completely
denied access to financing altogether, leading to dilapidation, decline, and outright abandonment of property in slums. Eventually, top speculators, in coordina-

tion with the city and the banks, would swoop in to
buy up entire neighborhoods, re-draw their maps, and
then manufacture a development rush which is the
hallmark of modern gentrification.

The State Leads the Way
In many of today’s gentrifying cities, the government’s
role in gentrification is not as obvious as the role of
large developers. But federal, state, and local governments have often taken on the leading role in gentrification. Early redevelopment initiatives did not result
in the kind of dramatic changes (from working-class
to affluent neighborhoods) that we associate with gentrification today. However, they are significant as examples of this process really beginning in earnest. As
mentioned, as cities deindustrialized, redlining and
blockbusting destroyed neighborhoods and greatly
lowered property values, allowing the government to
easily acquire large tracts of urban land.
The government then carried out a series of initiatives
to redevelop these areas, including constructing major
interstate highways through working class neighborhoods and demolishing slums to make way for more
profitable development in the service sector. This
process was branded as “Urban Renewal.” The state
acquired private property (often abandoned but not
always) through eminent domain via a municipal redevelopment agency. That agency would then sell it to
a private company with specific plans to use the land
for another purpose.
For example, the Cypress Street Viaduct was a major
highway viaduct that ran through West Oakland from
1957 until 1989, when it partially collapsed during
the Loma Prieta earthquake, killing 42 people. The
land for the viaduct, running through the heart of
West Oakland, was taken as part of a slum clearance
scheme, and the project is in part blamed for the decline of the once-thriving Black-owned business district that ran along Seventh Street. Many people and
local businesses were displaced to make way for its
construction.

The Seventh St. business district was once a thriving hub in West
Oakland. It was destroyed by redevelopment projects carried out
after World War II.

Redevelopment authorities across the country were
designed to systematically displace working class residents from their neighborhoods, ensuring they could
not stand as an “obstacle” to new development. The
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City of Oakland Redevelopment Agency was active
from October 10th, 1956 to February 1st, 2012, and
was responsible for many massive construction projects that continue to define the city today. One example is the establishment of the Acorn Project Area.
This effort was meant to deal with the declining status
of West Oakland by re-purposing this formerly-industrial area into a commercial sector. This effort dictated
where working-class people could live in the area by
establishing new public housing projects and demolishing many single family homes, which concentrated
working class people into the housing projects and
paved the way for capitalists to invest in new commercial properties and market rate housing.
In the 1980s, the police became a central instrument
of gentrification. Police budgets were significantly increased, especially during the crack epidemic which
devastated many American cities. A new wave of oppression was launched in the name of ending the drug
epidemic. Many Black and Latino communities were
hit hard by crack, and then faced a new wave of police
oppression on top of the drug. This created a perfect
storm for the forceful displacement of working-class
residents, including through the tactic of mass-incarceration. Millions of people have since been harassed,
brutalized and locked up during the “war on drugs.”
This expansion of the prison system reached its zenith
with the 1994 Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act (aka the “Biden Crime Law”), which
provided funding for over 100,000 new police officers
and over $9 billion for new prisons. Police utilized the
specter of rampant crime as a pretense to terrorize and
brutalize the working class, especially the Black working class. Today, Black people make up 40% of the
prison population but only 13% of the total US population. In the wake of the war on drugs widespread displacement destroyed many communities, and speculation on property in these areas soon began to surge
with increasing speed.
Over the following decades, the groundwork was laid
for a major change in cities across the country. Extremely undervalued property in working-class neighborhoods was ripe for being bought up on the cheap
and speculated on. The expansion of big chains in the
service sector increasingly out-competed small local
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businesses, creating streets filled with empty storefronts. New municipal initiatives rezoned formerlyindustrial areas for “mixed use development,” creating
large retail centers and luxury apartment complexes in
their place.
The government and politicians use clever language
and sleight-of-hand to justify these luxury developments as “affordable.” What politicians are unwilling
to state directly is that they are only “affordable” for
wealthy newcomers! Some projects set aside units for
low income renters but this is also a trick. It’s typical for
the rent of “low-income” units to be determined based
on the area median income (AMI) for each household
size, a deceptive measurement which tells you the typical income for that household size in a “given region.”
So, for example, the fact that the AMI for household
of 4 in the Boston “area” is $113,000 means that half
of all 4-person households in the “area” have incomes
above $113,000, and the other half have incomes below that number. The trick is that the “area” includes
all the super wealthy small cities (like Brookline) and
suburbs around Boston, and even a small part of New
Hampshire. By this metric, housing agencies calculate
that an “affordable” 4-person unit in a working-class
neighborhood of Boston is one that is affordable for a
family earning a maximum of 70% AMI—in this case,
$79,300. But the actual median household income
of Boston proper is $72,000, and for a household in
working-class neighborhoods like Roxbury it is often
closer to $35,000! It is a total joke to use such a huge
area to calculate what counts as “affordable” in working class neighborhoods. But the developers love this,
because it allows them to claim they are building “affordable” units in neighborhoods they want to gentrify while in reality pricing out the actual residents of
the neighborhood.
Since AMI is based on such a large area, and is intentionally warped by including very high income neighborhoods, a “low-income” unit marketed at 50% AMI
can still be completely unaffordable for many working class renters. Worse, often just a handful of these
units are included in a complex with hundreds of market rate units, so these “affordable” units only house
a small fraction of the population formerly housed in
the cheaper housing demolished to make way for new
development. These trends, and related rapidly in-
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creasing rents, have forced many people to either move
away to far-removed neighborhoods and suburbs or to
become homeless.
At the current moment, things have gotten significantly worse. Gentrification has proceeded in cities
around the country, and periods of great economic
hardship for working people have only accelerated it.
After the housing market crash of 2007/2008, many
working people who had been encouraged to take out
predatory loans to buy homes were hung out to dry.
The resulting wave of foreclosures displaced many of
these people from their homes, and allowed real estate across the country to be snatched up en masse by
banks.
The banks used the crisis as an opportunity. Since this
crisis, the amount of vacant housing has massively increased, but housing prices have still continued to rise.
Banks bought literally millions of homes that stood
vacant while people were foreclosed on and thrown
onto the street, and since then they have kept large
numbers of the homes they own off the market, in order to artificially restrict supply and keep prices up. In
2010, during the month of September alone, 120,000
homes were repossessed by the banks. That year, at the
height of the recession, almost 12% of mortgages were
in delinquency, meaning their loans had not been paid
and could be subject to foreclosure. As much of a disaster as this was for millions of people struggling to
pay their bills, it was a big come-up for the forces of
gentrification. A huge amount of property fell into
the hands of a smaller and smaller number of massive
banks. This is one example of how pervasive gentrification is—and how it is really a process where a massive

amount of wealth is concentrated in a smaller number
of hands all across the country.

The Fight Ahead
Within our current system, gentrification shows no
sign of stopping. As long as the rich run society for
their personal gain, poor people will get pushed
around. But wherever there is oppression, there is resistance. There are far more people getting shafted by
gentrification than there are people profiting off of it.
We have strength in numbers, but we have to get organized. Developers, banks, and politicians depend on
the fact that people will be isolated, because no one
person can take on this system alone.
We don’t have to be alone—we can get together with
our neighbors and start building collective resistance.
People can work together to fight evictions, resist rent
hikes, and demand improvements. We can organize to
slow down or even stop big development projects that
will displace people.
We’ve seen how the history of gentrification has played
out. But it’s not set in stone. People in the past have
won big victories in the struggle against gentrification, by coming together to stop a highway expansion
project slated to destroy a Black neighborhood or by
forcing city and state politicians to enact rent control.
The system wants us to stay disorganized, isolated, and
separate because when we’re alone we’re vulnerable
and easily pushed around. But when people unite and
commit to the struggle together, get organized and serious about supporting one another and fighting for
real change, then there’s no end to what people can
accomplish. ■
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After reading do you have questions, corrections, suggestions, submissions, or all of
the above? Please reach out, we’d love to hear from you! Reach out and get involved!

@theufad on facebook, twitter and instagram
Bay Area:
Call/text: 510-815-9978
email: wewontgo@riseup.net

https://theufad.org

Boston:
Call/text: 617-858-6604

NYC:
Call/text: 646-780-9657
email: nogonyc@riseup.net

